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Abstract-This paper describes a 1.25-Gb/s digitally-controlled the nature of inherent discrete phase generation of digitally-
dual-loop clock and data recovery circuit with a 256-level phase controlled PI. The phase resolution of the digitally-controlled
resolution using only 4-phase reference clock. A novel scheme is dual-loop CDR is a critical design parameter for jitter
proposed to enhance the phase resolution with little additional performance.
power consumption and chip area. A digitally-controlled delay
buffer having a variable delay tunes output phase finely for a This paper presents a novel configuration with a digitally-
higher resolution. A prototype chip was fabricated with 0.18 gm controlled delay buffer (DCDB) to increase the effective phase
CMOS technology. In the measurement, the CDR has ±400ppm resolution of the digitally-controlled dual-loop CDR. In Section
frequency offset tolerance and a flat jitter performance for wide 11, we present an overview and problems of a conventional
variations of delay buffer. The power consumption of the CDR digitally-controlled dual-loop CDR. Section III describes the
core is 17.8mW with 1.8V supply and the core occupies 255,rm x proposed CDR. Section IV shows experimental results of the
165 gm. prototype chip. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.

II. CONVENTIONAL DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED DUAL-LooP
I. INTRODUCTION CDR AND ITS PROBLEMS

As the demands for wideband networks and high-speed ICs
grow, high-speed serial I/O systems become one of the most A. Structure
important blocks. In many cases, such as switch applications, Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a conventional digitally-
dozens of transceivers have to be integrated on a single chip. controlled dual-loop CDR. It consists of a bang-bang phase
Therefore, low power consumption and small chip area are very detector (BBPD), controller, phase selection circuit and PI. The
crucial for data recovery circuits used in such applications. CDR receives several equally spaced and uniformly distributed

A general phase-locked loop (PLL)-based clock and data reference phases from a reference PLL. The phase selection
recovery circuit (CDR) is not preferred in the multi-channel circuit takes two adjacent phases that contain the desired output
environments due to noise coupling problems between multiple phase from them and the PI makes the target phase by
transceiver modules [1]. Instead, dual-loop CDRs with a shared interpolating selected two phases. The BBPD compares phases
reference PLL and phase alignment blocks for each channel have
been widely used. In the dual-loop CDR, the phase alignment Reference
block uses phase interpolator (PI) instead of voltage-controlled PLL
delay line (VCDL) to make continuous phase tuning in the range Mu phae
of 3600. = referelne

The dual-loop CDR using PI can be classified into two R,_ ,med Phase
categories, analog and digitally-controlled type. Due to the Sseectin

Inputinherent characteristics of continuous phase generation capability, Ewa
v ~~~~BBPO Conltrllor .........

the CDR using analog PI generates less jitters. However, it is BBP CotroloM
D Code 1 Phasemuch more sensitive to supply and substrate noises. In the noisy L Interpator

environment subject to switching noises from adjacent digital Recovered
logic cores, analog controlled dual-loop CDR is not suitable. In Claock
the other hand, the digitally-controlled type is robust to noises Figure 1. Block diagram of a conventional digitally-controlled dual-loop
and easily controllable. However, it suffers from jitter CDR
performance degradation by self-dithering [2]. This is caused by
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed CDR large current source although it is a simple structure with a few
bits of digital word. While the thermometer type is free from
these problems, large chip area is required for implementing highof the mnterolated clock and data so that the controller can resolution. Therefore, it is very difficult to realize P that has

produce ct e for the nxtoouputphase. small area, good dynamic performance and phase resolution
higher than 4-bits, i.e. 16-level, in both types. In the case of

B. Phase Resolution using 4-phase reference clocks, the total phase resolution of
CDR is increased to four times of PI resolution. The 6-bit CDR

The phase resolution of the CDR is related to three issues: using 4-bit PI has the minimum phase step of 5.63°. Considering
jitter generation, jitter suppression and frequency offset tracking. clock latencies of more than two cycles by the BBPD and
Unlike analog-controlled CDR, digitally-controlled CDR controller, it is not small enough since peak-to-peak self-
inherently generates non-zero jitters. Since it generates quantized dithering becomes at least ±3 phase steps, or 33.75°.
phases, the edge of recovered clock dithers around the edge of
input data, resulting in quantization errors even in the locked III. PROPOSED CDR
state. Moreover, some clock latencies in the loop degrade the
jitter generation performance [3]. In the aspect of jitter A. Structure
suppression, the phase resolution is directly related to open loop
gain or loop bandwidth of CDR. For higher resolution, CDR The block diagram of the proposed 1.25-Gb/s dual-loop CDR
should have narrower loop bandwidth and the phase step that is shown in Fig. 2. The CDR receives two differential quadrature
CDR can jump in one clock cycle should be small. It means that phase clocks from the reference PLL. Two 2:1 MUXs make up
CDR does not track the input jitter well. Consequently, CDR two adjacent phases that contain the desired phase by selecting
with narrow bandwidth can not track a large frequency offset. an inverted or non-inverted version of the reference clocks. The
Many applications require that CDR should operate with a target phase is provided by PI and DCDB. Fig. 3 shows the
frequency offset of hundreds of ppm. schematic of DCDB. It is a kind of a current-starved CMOS

inverter that has a 4-level variable propagation delay. By fine
Thus, the phase resolution ofthe CDR is lower-bounded by tuning of the output phase, the DCDB provides the total

the frequency offset tracking ability and upper-bounded by the resolution multiplied by DCDB resolution without more
jitter generation and jitter suppression performance. The reference clock phases. Its delay is controlled by 2-bit binary-
digitally-controlled CDR should have a high enough resolution weighted digital word. In the prototype chip, the tuning voltage,
to generate small amount of jitters while coverng a specified Vtun,g, is used as a bias voltage to control the DCDB delay error
frequency offset range. for the purpose of testing. To avoid dynamic phase overshoot, PI

The PI generates the target phase by performing weighted- contains thermometer-coded current DACs that have 16-level
summation oftwo input signals. Since the weight coefficients are resolution. Additional blocks in the proposed structure are only
represented by two bias currents of digitally-controlled current simple CMOS logic gates. Therefore, it requires little additional
bias circuits in each differential pair in PI, the resolution of the power and chip area while overall phase resolution is increased
current DAC directly determines the phase resolution of PI. In from 64-level to 256-level, or 8-bits. The up/down filter after the
fact, the resolution of the DAC is limited in both binary- BBPD reduces unwanted phase dithering by generating output
weighted and thermometer-coded types. In the binary-weighted pulses only after two consecutive UP or DOWN pulses [4].
type, DAC suffers from a dynamic phase overshoot by using a
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curve could be non-monotonic and nonlinear as illustrated in Fig. 2
4. In the figure, large and small black circles correspond to the 0 I
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normal output phases of PI and DCDB, and crosses and diapers Error of DCDB [
correspond to slipped output phases of DCDB with +5000 and
-50O error, respectively. Shadowed regions are where the phase 5 Jitter generation (b)r 1 1 1 1 1 r . ~~~~~~~~~~~Figure 5 tergnahndegradation vs. delay error of DCDB in
transfer curve suddenly changes. Delay error of DCDB can be both behavioral and circuit-level simulation (a) peak-to-peak jitter
defined as follows. generation (b) RMS jitter generation

of two interpolated phases with DCDB errors shown in
Aosl,( - A/Nor shadowed region in Fig. 4, the entire effective phase resolution is

ErrDCDB (%) = X 100 (1) increased. In the inversed slope due to large positive errors, the
A(/)Nor phase will jumps to the opposite direction from input data phase.

However, since the effect of increased phase resolution is more
where A$No. is the desired delay of the DCDB and A$Oslip is dominant than that of local phase fluctuation, the total jitter
slipped delay of the DCDB. generation performance is improved.

To verify the degradation of the jitter generation performance, In circuit-level simulations, jitter generation of the CDR was
behavioral simulations were performed using CPPSIM, a C++- measured for various delay errors by changing Vtuning. It was also
based time step simulator [5]. The degradation factors such as observed that the jitter generation level is flat for a wide
latency in the controller module, frequency offset and the delay variation of delay errors. Metastability of D-flipflops in the
error of the DCDB were considered in the simulation. The output BBPD allows some dead-zones, which cause recovered clock to
RMS and peak-to-peak jitters were measured for various delay dither less in the circuit-level simulation than behavioral
errors of DCDB from -50°/0 to 100% with ideal input data and simulation as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
fixed 200ppm frequency offset. Three conventional CDR models
using only PIs having 6-bit, 7-bit or 8-bit total resolutions were IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
also simulated for comparison.

The prototype chip was fabricated in 0.18 gm CMOS
Fig. 5 shows jitter generation of the proposed CDR. Three technology. Power consumption of CDR core is about 17.82 mW

horizontal lines are simulated jitter generation levels of the with 1.8V supply voltage. The chip area of CDR core is about
conventional CDR models with different resolutions. As the 255X165 Um2. The die photo is shown in Fig 6.
delay error of DCDB increases, jitter generation performance is
degraded and an effective phase resolution of the CDR is The output jitter was measured for various delay errors by
decreased closer to 7-bit level. However, jitter generation of the tuning Vtuning. Three tuning voltages, OV, 0.2V and 0.4V,
proposed model is similar to that of 8-bit model in a very wide correspond to -50°/0, 00/, 500/ DCDB error, respectively.
range. Although there can be sudden phase variations at the edge Because the input jitter was 11.2PS-RMs and 42psp-p due to a
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differential signal mismatching of the pattern generator used for (b)
measurement, measured output jitter level in Fig. 8 was higher Figure 9. Measured eye diagram at 200ppm frequency offset
than in simulation. However, flat jitter performance for DCDB (a) Input data: after 2m PCB trace and 3.5m cable, 0.53 UIp-p eye
was verified for DCDB errors from -50°/O to 500O. To evaluate opening (b) Recovered data: 0.265UIp-p eye opening
jitter rejection capability, input jitter was added by transmitting
input data with 200ppm frequency offset through 2m PCB trace also acknowledge that EDA software used in this work was
with 3.5m cable. As shown in Fig. 9, the CDR recovered clean supported by IDEC (IC Design Education Center).
data and clock signal waveforms from eye-closed data.
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